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1. Identify smartphones as a device used for business communications.

2. 76% identify smartphones as a device used for business communications.

3. Full browser support, including WebRTC, for all communications needs including HD video, IM and voice.

4. 47% of full-featured WebRTC is planned by next year for 6.3%.

5. Ways to Get Work Done Faster.

1. Make it Mobile

2. Skip the Download

3. Embed It

4. Deliver it in Context

5. Get It Done With One

---

Make it Mobile

Unmatched simplicity and ease of use, optimized for each device and user configuration.

Skip the Download

Full browser support, including WebRTC, for all communications needs including HD video, IM and voice.

Embed It

Collaborate inside the apps you work in day to day – Salesforce, Office 365, Google Apps, and more.

Deliver it in Context

Only Avaya provides a complete tooling to developers—Avaya Breeze™ Client SDK and Avaya Vantage™, an all-in-one customizable desktop device.

Get It Done With One

Avaya Equinox™ redefines UC by making it simpler, transparent in context and user-defined, using the devices people use everyday.

---

1. 79% identify “improving employee productivity” as the top reason for adopting UC.

2. 69% believe “integration with Business Applications” is a critical UC Capability.

3. 96% of business leaders believe personalization is key to increase revenue and improve long-term customer relations.

4. 79% believe “improving employee productivity” is the top reason for adopting UC.